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s LhiYARY 

Temperature measurements have been performed using spectroscopx 
techmques on the plasma jet obtund from a mater stabillzed arc with carbon 
electrodes. 

The jet spectrum in the visible reelon consisted pruw~r~ly of band 
spectra of molecular CN and. C2 and the Stark-broadened atomic line spectra of 
hydrogen. Intensxties in various parts of these spectra were measured and 
temperatures were then deduced 

(a) from unresolved rotation line u?censitles in the CN O-l bad, 

(b) from unresolved bad lntensltxs XI the CN and C2 systems, 

(c) from total intensltles in the hydrogen HP and F3 lanes, 

(d) from the stark-broadened line prof~lcs of' the HP and I?f 11~s. 

Temperatures were also measured by the mothcd of spectrum-line reversal 
on the C2 1-O band head. 

Temperatures obtalned sunultaneously from mcaswements on the CN band 
systems ad the HP line profiles differed consderably; an average temperature 
of 58OO'K ?300°K was obtained frorr, measurements on the CN bad spectrum whdst 
a temperature of 10,960’~ +lg304( was obtauxd from the HP profile. Thu 
apparent inconsistency has been attributed to the existence of zones at 
different temperatures in the Jet structure. 

Observed jet instabilities have been reported and discussed and the 
llmltatlons of the experimental techuques have also been commented upon. 
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10 -1 c velocity of light (2.998 x 10 cm set 1 

e electronic charge (1.602 x IO-l9 coulomb) 

(4.802 x 10 
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X 
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NOIKENCLhTURE (Cm-U) 

c designation of' states in dintomic molecules according to their 

n angular momenta 

$ Saha function 

X ionieatlon potential (cV) 

; wavenumber (cm-') 

Subscripts 

e electron3 

i ions 

el electronic 

rot rotational 

vib vibrational 

C carbon 

H hydrogen 

0 oxygen 

p r 
Q designation of branches ir, rotational structure 

R I 

Superscripts 

! upper energy state 

, t lower energy state 

+ Ion 

1 INTRODUCTION . 

This paper sunmarises the results of attempts to measure, by optical means, 
the temperature of the Jet o f hot gas (plasma Jet) produced by a water stabilieed 
arc with carbon electrodes. The apparatus and tine photographs of the plasma 
jet are shown in Fig.1. This type of plasma Jet, first devised by WeissI, has 
been used in R.A.E. for ejcpcrlmental studies on hot gases and preliminary 
estimates of the jet temperatwe were made using the rmthcd of spectrum-line 
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reversal on the sodiumD-lines 2 . Results obtained from these estimates 
indicated temperatures of' about &500°K to 5500°K which were much less than the 
temperatures of 9000°K to 13,000 K previously reported by 1leiss. 

The objects of the present work have been to lnvCstig:ate posslblc causes 
for these differences, to exsmino the practicability of applying a variety of 
optical methods of ten.peraturc measurerrent to sources of radiating gas (e.g. 
plasma jets, arc discharges or shock-heated gases) and to relate the measured 
temperatures to the physical processes at work in the plasma jet, All the 
optical methods describeii depend upon some fsnturc of the spectral distribution 
of the energy radiated by the hot gas. The !:md of spectrum emitted depcn& 
~\pon the chemxal constituents in the gas and on the state of excitatLon of 
each of the constituents, One expects the plasma jet to contain matter 
originating from t1,e water vapour in the arc channel, carbon and traces of 
mpur~tres frora the electrodes, and air constituents which become entrained in 
the jet, The spectrum of the jet could, therefore, consist of molecular, 
atomic or ionic spectra of any of' these constituents together with the spectrum 
of any of their products of chemical rcnction. In the visible and near ultra- 
violet regions, the spectra of a variety or" such constituents were indeed 
detected, narrely 

(a) the band spectrum of the Ci7 radical, 

(b) the band spectrum of diatmwc carbon, C2, (S%ran bands), 

(c) the atomic hydrogen spectrum in the Ba-lixr scrES, 

(a) at0zi.c lines of oxygen and electrode ifipurities. 

The types of radiating species and the intcnsitics of tnelr spxtrn were 
both found to vary with the manner in which the arc was operated. These 
effects are illustrated in typical spectrograms, Fig.2, and shown diagram- 
mat1cn11y in pig.3 

In this work it has been asswacd that although temperature gradients 
exist in the jet, any small volurw. of ra3iating gas will be in a state of 
thermal equilibrium ard therefore a unique ter,pcraturc can be attributed to it. 
Theoretical justification of this assurqtion of thermal equilibrium in plasmas 
at atmospheric pressure IS to bc found in the literature3 and in the case of 
the ordinary low-current carbon arc exporil~ental evidence of thermal eqwlib- 
rium has also been reported!+. 

In a volume of gas in thermal equilibrium, the intensity of the radiation 
depends upon the equilibrium tcmpcrature. Relationships bctwcen radiation and 
temperature which are based upon wall-established theoretical foundations5 have 
been invoked to de&we the Jet temperature from various features of the SpCctra 

of CN, C2 or atomic hydrogen In this work, jet temperatures have been 
evaluaixd from rrcasuro~cnts of 

(a) intensities of rotation lines in the B2C+ - X22+ CN O-l band, 

(b) intensities of unresolved band profiles of CN- and Q-band systems, 

Cc) ratios of total intensities of the hydrogen HP and Fv lines, 

(6) intansity profiles of the hydrogen HP and & lines, 
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Temperatures have also been measured b 
%I 

the 
spectrum-line reversal on the A?lg - X 

application of the method of 
u C2 1-O band using a high temperatwo 

background source. 

Attempts have been made, wherever possible, to tr,casure the jet tempera- 
ture by the simultaneous application of at least two different methods SO that 
the results could be ocmpared, 

It has been foural convenient in what follows to allocate complete 
sections first to the theory and measurements applicable to the molecular 
spectra of CN and C2, and secondly to the theory and measurements applicable 
to the atomic hydrogen spectrum in the Balmer series. 

2 TEB-PEPATBEE ME1SBREKENTS ON lioL~CtJLAR BAND SPK3!RA CF CN AND C2 

The strengths of emission of the spectra of CN anl C2 in the plasma jet 
were related to the arc operating conditions in the manner illustrated in 
Figs,2 and 3. 

Temperature meesurerrcnts based upon these spectra r;ostly involved 
measuring the intensities of either resolved rotation lines or unresolved 
vibration-rotation bands in the electronic spectra of the molecules and 
comparing the measured intensities with thcorotical intensities of molecular 
systems in thermal equilibrium calculated for a range of given temperatures. 
These methods, which are sunnnar ised in the following sections, are only 
applicable in conditions in which self -absorption in the relevant part of the 
spectrum is ncgliglbly small. As Fig.3 shows, in certain ranges of arc current 
ana voltage, self-absorption in the CN bands was not negligible. In those 
regions of the arc characteristics where self-absorption in both the CN and 
C2 bands was sufficiently strong tzmperatui-es could be estimated by an 
entirely different method, the method of visual spectrum-line reversal 
against a high-pressure xenon-discharge background source, 

2.1 Discussion of the methods of measurement 

The major part of the experimental work was concerned with deducing jet 
temperatures from intensity measurements of the band spectra of CN or C2. A 
brief account of the theory of the intensities of molecular spectra has been 
extracted from the comprehensive treatment by G. Hertzberg and included in 
Apperrlix 1 of this note, 

Four distinct methods of temper,c.turc measurement of differing sensitivity 
and all based on the theory in Appendix 1 were applied to the jet and these 
con be subdivided into two groups In Scotion 2.1.1 below, those methods are 
discussed which depcrd upon intensity measurements on partially-resolved 
rotational spectra in the band structure; in Section 2.1.2 the methcds 
discussed &open3 upon measurements of intenszty distributions in unresolved 
bar%3 spectra. 

Other tcmpcrature measurements by the m&hod of spectrum-line reversal 
are described in Section 2.1 3. The expcrimcntal details an3 some additional 
experiments designed to investigate the spatial and temporal intensity 
variations throughout the jet structure are described in Section 2.2. 
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2.1.1 Resolved rotation-lmes In CN-bands 

The mtenoLtles oi' rototlon lmes in the CN-bands are related to the 
equlllbrmm temperature through equation 1 below (Ref. Ap>endzx 1, oquatlon II) 

I(P) ~1 Constant (;P)4 J; exp(- E;ot/kT) 

I(R) = Constant (;,)4 (JG +I) exp(- Eiot/kT) (1) 

Spectrograms taken with a 30,000 lmes/mch grating spectrograph (5 $%XII 
dmperslon at 4200 8) showed that much of the rotntlon lme structure in the 

B*C+ - X2C+ CN O-l band could be resolved and. consequently identlfled (e.g. 
Fqs.f+a and 4b), As the total line intensity of each resolved lme was found 
to be proportIona to Its peak mtenslty, it was not necessary to take any 
account of the effects of lme mdth and lmc profile on rotation-lme 
mtcns1t1es. Temperatmes were deduced from spectrograms such as P1g.b. by 
two vethods:- 

(1) Rotation-line lntensltles 

1ntensltve.s of resolved rotation lmes were measured and the quantities 

I(P)/(cP)4 JG and I(R)/($)4(JI;' +I) c.&xlated: the slope oi' a graphical plot 

or log, I(P)/(VP)4 J; anr? loge I(R)/(;R)4.(J,;' +I) against EAot was evaluated 

ad the temperature was calculated from thm slope whxh is equal to l/kT by 
equation 1. 

Because of inherent maccurac~es in the processes of photographic photo- 
metry, rotation-lme mtensltles could not bc measured to better than +-67:; the 
correspordmg unccrtamty m temperature was +-ZOOoK. 

A further source of error m Reamred temperatures would exmt of self- 
absorptlonwerc present m the resolved rota'uon lmes, causmg theu 
mtensltles to be underestirrated. Self-absorptxon mcreascs with mcreasxng 
lme mtenslty in the band mth correnpor~~mg mcrcaso in the discrcpanoy 
between the n:easurZl lme mtenslty and the l.mc mtcnslty mth negllglble 
self-absorption, Rotntron lme mtenslty, sslf-absorption arsi com,cquently the 
error in measured lme mtcnslty all reach a maxumm m the lme J p=jo for a 
temperature of 5a00°K. The effect of self-absorptron would be detected by non- 

lmearlty of the plot of loge I(P)/(GP)4 Jg agamst F: rot, although the 

lrnearlty of such a graph mould also be dmturbed by any steep temperature 
gradients exlstmg zn rcglons of the jet containmg radlatmg CN. Systematx 
errors m the measured temperatures duo to self-absorption and/or temperature 
gradients were estmated from curvature of the graphxcal plots of 

log, I(P)/(;P)4 Ji against tirot and found to be QDO'K. 

(11) Intersectzon wave-number 

The temperature dependence of the lnterscctlon wave-number of the P- ar 
R-branch utenslty profiles in the CN O-I band has been used by Greenshlelds 8 

. 
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to determine gas temperatures from CN spectra. Prom equation 1, theoretical 
rotation-line intensities can be calculated for any chosen temperature, ard 
intensities of lines in the P- snd R-branches plotted against the wave-numbers 
of the lines. The wave-number at which the intensity prof'llcs of the two 
branches intersect is dependent only upon the chosen temperature. A curve 
relating the variation of intersection wave-number to the temperature then 
provides the means of detenrining the temperature of gas containing radiating 
CN from resolved rotation-line spectra (see Ref.6). 

This method has several advantages over the previous method. Tho inter- 
section wave-number can be obtained directly from optical density mcasuremcnts 
on the spectrogrxs (e.g. Pig.l+b) so that calibration of the emulsion can be 
avoided. some self-absorption in the spectral lines can be tolerated since 
near the branch profile intersection, lines of nearly equal intensity and 
therefore nearly equal self-absorption are compared (at nearly equal wave- 
numbers). 

The method is most applxablc for temperatures between 37OO'K and 55oO'K. 
Above 5500°K, the intersection nave-number of the P- ond R-branches falls 
within the region of the unresolved GN l-2 bad as Pig.l+b shows; its value can 
be obtained only approximately by extrapolation of the branch profiles into 
thas unresolved region and the process becomes increasangly inaccurate at 
higher tcmperatores. 
620&L 

The method cannot be used for ten?perat?ures in excess of 

Random errors in temperntur c arising from emulsion grain effects and the 
possible presence of interfering radintlon limit the accuracy of the method to 
900°K f'or'temperntures below 5500°K; 
to !600°K. 

above this tcmperaturc errors may rise 

The effccts,,of spin splitting of rotation lines in the P-branch with 
large values of Ju has also bwn considered as a possible source of error, A. 
However, in CN, the doublet separation of these lines 7 was only about one- 
thxd of the measured half-width of the llnos. Therefore, it is unlikely that 
the peak intensities of the P-branch lines were greatly affected by spin 
splitting and the effects on the intersection wave-nanbcr have been taken as 
negligible. 

In both the methods described above, the line intensities depend upon the 
distribution of mclccules among the rotation states of a single vibration 
energy level. The temperature subsequently deduced would then be a rotation 
tfxnpernture if complete thormal equilibrium did not exist in the radiating gas. 

2.1.2 CN- or $-bands mith unresolved rotational structure 

Even when the rotation-line structure of a band spectrum is not resolved 
by the spectrograph, certain features of the intensity profiles of the 8 
unresolved band can be related to the tenperntwx of the radiating gas, 
Comparisons between theorctacal and experimental intensity profales of 
unresolved CN-bands wore first used for temperature measurement by Smit-Micssen . 
and Spierg and Spier and Smit7 who computed their theoretical intensity profiles 
from equations of the form IO (a, c). (Ret. Apperduc 1 equation 10). 
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For this prescntvrork, thcoretlcal profiles were corrputed in y$enter 
detail th;n the Smit-Miesscn profllcs using the l~~l~ury computer. First, 

profllss for bands in the B2C+ - X*C' CN systems, which only contain P- ad 
R-branches in their rotational structures, wx-e computed anu then profiles for 

bards in the A311 - X3flu C2 system contnlning P-, Q- ard R-bmnchcs were 
computed. g 

The follovlng paxgraph 1s a summary of the machIne programme for 
computing intensity profiles. 

Wave-numbers of the first 75 lmcs of each branch vrere calculated by 
substltutlng into equuntlon 8, Appendix 1,all relevant spcctroscoplc datafcr 
5 o, B$ and B; obtaLw?d from Hcrzbwg5 and Pearsc and Gaydon'. The x?wnslty 

of each line relative to the reference 11~ Jfl P = 1 in the first band ~88 th?n 

calculated f'rcr~ equation 2 (Appendix 1, equation 10). 

P-branch 

I,e,(p) = (2)” q-&p S(P) exp - 2 f4v’,o) - 4%0) 

+ B;(J'- 1) J' 3; (J'-I)* JU2 
3 

Q-branch 

+ B;(J'+l) J"-D; (J"+,)2 Jw2 
3 

(*aI 

(*b) 

R-branch 

Ibid = (zy w S(R) exp - & [e(y',O) - e(m,O) 

+ B;(J'+l)(J'+ 2) - D; (J'+l)*(J'+ 2)* 
3 

(2c) 

. 

The Fran&-Condon factors, P(v',Y') were the averago nlucs iakcn from all 
nvadable literature. (See Appendix 2). In cnrlxr prograwws, a rectnngulu 
slit function, 'b', was csswcd ('b' 1s the width in crl in the image plane of 
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the spectrograph that the imng e of the slit VKC&~. nssume xf' the slit were 
illuminated with purely monochromatic radiation). The computer was requlred 
to calculate and print out at intervals of wave-number A; = Or5 cm-1 the 
intensity of the unresolved profile, J(G) at the wave-number v. 

For a rectangular slxt functzon 

i 

;+b/2 

J(;) = + 

;-b/2 

where I(PT) (v) are the intensities of all lines lying In the wave-number 

range G b -pvs;+p This calculation was repeated at Intervals, 

(3) 

A; = 0.5 cm-' throughout the whole wave-number range covered by the bands uder 
considerntlon In 0 later progrzrme", the profiles were re-computed using a 
triangular slit function which is a crude approxuration to the various-bell- 
shaped dlstributlons found in actual spectral lines. The lntenslty J(v) of the 
unresolved profile at wave-number, c, for a trx3ngukar slit function and 
spectrum-lzne half wdth, 'b', is given by 

;+b 
J(;) = $ 

.i 
(b - I;(,,) - ; I) I(pQp$;) a,- (4) 

. 

;;-b 

The rectangular slit function represents a situation in which the 
spectrograph entrance slit width is large compared with the true half-width 
of a spectrum line; the use of 2 triangular slit function approxirrates to 0. 
situation where clther the slit function is dctcrmlned primarily by 
diffraction phenomena, or the rotation lines in the bond spectrum are 
broadened due to physical processes (Doppler, collision or statistical 
broadening). The choxe of slit function only seriously affects the profiles 
when the choice of 'b' corresponds to a situation in which the rotation line 
structure is almost resolved. 

A ntxnber of profiles were cnlculoted for different temperatuxs and slit 
functions, lb', ad the theoretical dependence on temperature of the two 
following intensity ratios nxe evaluated. 

(i) The ratio of bnnd-head intcns~tics of the first tivo bands in 
n sequence ('cop-height ratlo msthd). 

(ix) The ratlo of the intcgmted first-band intensity to the 
of the band tail intensity and the band head separation (om- 
(Integrated first-band method). 

. 

f The later progranme was wrltten by the sccod author for the IBM 70% 
computer at the Lincoln Laboratories, M.I.T. 
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These rntlos whxh arc illustrated in IQ.5 wore chosen slncc they show the 
ninimum dependence on the choxe of entrance-slrt width, 'b'. 

Tempcraturcs were deduced from experlmcntal profiles by evalult1ng the 

i above ratios and compnrlng them mlth the theorctlonl ratios sho?~n in Fig. 6. 

All lntenslty mwsurcmcnts were consx%zred to be limited by on 
unccrtolnty of at least +6$ with a corros 
?600°K by the top-height ratlo method, (i P 

onding unccrtalnty xn tempera:ure of 
a& cn unccrtalnty of +I000 K by 

the Integrated first-band method (il). Uniertnintxes in the Franck-Codon 
factors contrlbute to n further uncertainty in temperatures obtaned by method 
(I) of +200°K. 

Self-absorption is again a potentxal source of error but Its effects have 
tended to cancel out in much of the work using the top-height rltlo method 
because, at the mcasurcd temperatures, the heads of the CN 1-2 and CN O-l bands 
consist oi' rotatxon lines of almost equal ~ntensltlcs. Thus sltuntion does not 
exist, hovever, in elthcr the CN I-l/CN O-O or C2 l-l/C2 O-O bnnd heads so that 
the presence oi self-absorption aould cause temperatures obtnlned from thesc 
spectra to be overestlm3ted. 

Self-absorption, however, seriously affects the total band-lntenslty 
profllc so that temperatures deduced by the Integrated first-band p.ethcd (11) 
are susceptible to Its eflects. Prefcrentxl self-absorption occurs near the 
band had where the rotation-line lntcnsltles are greatest so that the tempern- 

. ture tends to be overcstxnated. In this work, as LS shown later, sclf-absorp- 
tron in the CN O-l band IS sufflclcntly strong for the teniperaturc to be ovor- 
estimated by several tlousan?i degrees Kclvln. 

Whereas in method (Ii) the lntcnslty distribution rn the first band xn a. 
sequence depends only upon rotntlon-energy statss, therefore glvlng a rotation 
temperature In non-equilibrium condltxons, in method (1) the band-head 
lntenslty ratlo depends upon the rclotlve populatlors of the first two vlbrl- 
tlon stazes in the excited electronx stnte of the molecule. In non- 
equlllbrlum condltxons therefore method (1) would give a temperature whxh 
would bo, prxmwlly, a vlbratlon tempcrnture. 

2.1.3 Lxx-reversal obnervatlons on the unresolved C2 1-O band _-__ -- 

Visual line-reversal obscrvatrons on the C2 1-O band head were pe~~o~wcil 
under col-illtlons in which the constituent spectral llncs in these spectra were 
so strongly self-absorbing that the co&ltans applying to equztlons 1 and 2 
were completely violated. 

The C2 1-O bend was chosen for ths measurement as the wavelength of the 
band he& correspotis to the wnvelsngth rcglon (4700 2 - 4750 8) lnwhxh the 

i brightness temperature of the xenon lamp 1s a mwlmuml0. 

An usage of the dlschnrgc in the high-pressure xenon lamp was focused 
. In the plane of the plasma Jet and the relevant part of the Jet spectrum ws 

viewed against the background of the continuum spectrwr, of the xenon lamp. The 
brightness temperature of the xenon lamp was ad.dJustcd, through variation of 
the lamp current until the matched condltlon was attained, and the C2 band head 
could not be dxtlnguished clthcr in emission or absorption against the background 
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continum. The jet temperature was then txken to be equal to the brightness 
temperature of the xenon lamp. 'The brightness temperature of the lamp wes 
measured by the method &scribed in detail in rcfercncc 10. 

2.2 Experimental details 

2.2.1 Photographic spectroscopy 

Resolved rotation-band spectra were photographed using a grating spectro- 
graph which hzd a plant reflection grnting in the Littrow mount nrd a linear 
dapcrslon of 5 a/,, at &200 8: unresolved bani profiles were obtained using c 
Hilger Medium Glass Prism Spectrograph with a lxncar d;rspersion of 15 &hn at 
4200 2. 

The intcnslties of the molecular spectra were measured using the methods 
of photo 

7 
rnphic photometry on spectrograph plates. The varlntions of optical 

density with wavelength) on the spectrum plates were measured with a Joyce 
Loebl Recording Microdensitometer Mk.111. Figs.4 and 5 include typlcal 
records. Intensltles were subscquontly evaluated from these microdcnsitometcr 
records through cnlibrntlon of the photographic emulsion of each plate used 
for the measurements, 2~3. tempcrcturcs were evaluated. from the intensity data 
using the nethods xx3icated ln Scotxon 2.1. 

2.2.2 Plate calibrstlon 

Each plate was cnllbrnted by measurement of the charncteristx curve 
(i.e. the variation of optlcal dcnslty wxth incident Intensity) at any chosen 
wavelength, a& the spectral response (i.e. the variat.tlon of density with 
wavelength for constant incident spectral energy flu%) in the required wave- 
length regions. 

In roost of the earlier work with the Hilgcr Keedrw Glass Spectrograph, 
the plates were calibrated solely in terms of' tho spectral rc&nnt energy 
distribution of a Philips tungsten-ribbon-filament stardard lamp. A nwber 
of exposures was made extetiing over 6. range of the intervals and the 
standard lamp, nalntaincd at constat intensity, vzs used as the source of 
radiation. These exposures were plaoed on a6Jaccnt regions of the plate. 
After the plate hzd been developed, optic& densities corresponding to these 
various calibrating spectra were censured vrlth the xicrodensitometer and 
characteristic curves of density against total exposure (Intensity X exposure 
tMie) were plotted at the chosen wavolagths. 

The optical density in an emulsion obeying the rcclprooity law would 
reman constant for constant total exposure. However, In an emulsion 
exhibiting reciprocity failure, the density correspordlng to constant total 
exposure depends upon the exposwc time. 

Where the ratlo of exposure times of tungsten lamp nrd act respectively 
was not greotcr than 3O:l for the Ilford N30 plates used In these measurements, 
the contribution to the total error in intensity due to reciprocity failure 
was not greater than 6$, but urdcr coalitions in which the intensl'cles of 
spectrum lines In the jet exceeded the spectral xntenslty of the tungsten lamp 
by two or more orders of ma.gnitude, roclproclty failure in the em&xon caused 
large errors and. the above method of calibration was discarded, 1nstcca., 

. 
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calibration was performed with an iron-arc scarce in which the spectrum-line 
intensities were comparable with l-~ne Intensities in the jet. 

The spectrograph slit was uniformly illuminated wth radiation from the 
iron arc, a calibrated Rhodium-on-Quartz step-wedge filter was placed at the 
slit and the spectrum of the lrcn arc was photographed through the full length 
of the slit. Relative intensitxs of radiatlcn emerging from different parts 
of the slit were therefore known, the corresponding densities on the plates were 
measured with the microdensitometer and a characteristic curve of density 
against relative intensity was plotted in the required wavelength region by 
ludicrous selection of sultable iron 1~~s for measurement. A single spectrum 
of the tungsten lamp was also occluded on the plate so that changes in spectral 
sensitlvlty of the emulsion ever moderate wavelength ranges could also be 
ITkSSURd. 

From the characterxtxc curves, prepared by either method, relative 
intensities of details withxn the band spectra were evaluated and the accuracy 
of the intensity measurements was also estlxated. 

2.2.3 Other measurements --- 

In a separate experiment, the jet spectrum from a complete hcrlzontal 
section of the vertical Jet was photographed and analysed. 

Txne-resolved lntenslty measurements wlthin the CN O-l vlbraticn band 
were made using a Hdger constant-deviation spectroscope which had a photo- 
mdtlplier detector mounted at the exit slit and a typlcal record of one such 
measurement 1s shown in Fig.7. 

High-speed. cin6 film records (e.g., Flg.1) were also taken which showed 
spatial and temporal fluctuations in luminosity in the jet in the spectral 
region 4000 2 - 4600 1 defined by a suitable fdter. 

2.3 Results 

All the results discussed below are summarised in Table 1. 

i 

. 
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TABLE 1 -- 

Sun3nar.y of plasma Jet temperatures from molecular spectra 

I Method of measurement I Jet temperature OK I 

Arc cordltlon 
Voltage V 
Current I 

Rotation line 
intensltles Sectxon 

CN O-l 2.1.1 (i) 

14ov YOV 7OV 4ov 
22OA 260A 2858 31OA 

64004( 
'2oO'K 

I I ..---0.. I I I Section I ?‘Y%!! I 
Z,l.l(ii) r tlwn 

Intersection 
wave-number 
CN O-l 

Top-height ratlo Sectun 
CN I-2/CN O-l 

594o'K 6700o~ 
2.1.2(i) +-17O'K c6004c 

Top-height ratlo 
CN I-l/cN o-o 

. 

Top-height ratlo SJction 
c2 l-l/C2 o-o 

6403~ 
2.1.2(l) ?200°K 

Integrated first Sectron 
band CN O-l 2.1.2(n) 

) I;;$$ 78OO'K 

. 

Integrated first Section 80004( 6400'~ 
band CN o-o 2.1.2(il) +800oK 

Spectrum-line 
reversal Secti-- 

C2 1-O band head 2.1.5 
I I I I 

2.3.1 CN-band spectra 

The jet temperature has been evaluated frorr intensity measurements on 
bands in the violet CB system at &ZIG 2 and 3883 2 by the methods described in 
Sectlons 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. These measurements were taken at a fixed height of 
0.7 cm above the cathode and looking through the centre of the jet under the 
standardised arc runx~ng condztions (see Table 1). !7hcre quoted temperatures 
are the average values of several measurements, the mean temperatures and 
standard deviations have been cnlculated. 

hfznsurements by the Rotation Line Intensitlcs method in the CN O-1 bars3. 
were made on spectrograms taken with the grating spectrograph. Errors in 
intensity due to rcclprocity failure had been minunised and intensities were 
measurable to within ?6$ so that self-absorption was the maJor source contrlbu- 
tlng to errors zn the measured temperatures. 
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The tempcratwes obtnlncd by the Intorsectlon-~~~ve-Number method are 
considered to be more reliable because the need to callbrntc the emulsion hns 
been avoIded and because the method 1s uscnsltlve to the effects of self- 
absorptxon. 

All intensity mewxrcments on unrosolvcd W-bands were inade on spectro- 
grams taken mlth the Hllger 1fedlum Glass Spectrograph. Measurements on CN 1-2 
and CN O-l bands using the top-height ratlo mothcd were not greatly affected by 
reciprocity failure and, as has been dlscussed previously, self-absorption zn 
the lines In each of the band heads was of comparable lntenslty. Therefore, 
provided that the degree of self-absorption was small, though not necessarslly 
negllglble, the mayor source of error orlginatcd from the errulslon oalibratlon 
procC,dure and lntensltlcs were consIdered to be ~easurablc to wlthln ?6$. 
Intcnslty rEnsuren.cnts on the CN 1-I and CN O-O bands were r;?ore susccptiblc to 
the effects of self-absorption but these results were, in any case, considered 
to be less reliable than the CN I-Z/CN O-1 results through du?fxultles with 
the emulsion callbratlon. This callbmtlon was much less dcperdable than in 
all other mcasuremcnts because, omng to the low speclfx uYcenslty of the 
tungsten lanlp at the wavelengths 3883 2 and 3671 4 (CN O-O and CN l-l bard heads) 
the co.llbrating exposures to the tungsten lup were always considerably longer 
than the Jet exposures, wth corlespondmngly larger errors due to reclproclty 
fo11Lre. 

Temperatures obtalned by the Integrated-Fu'st-Band mcthcd could be ln 
error due to the effects or self-absovtlon and ewlslon callbrntlcn error=, 
and the temperatures are clmost certa-inly over-estlmatcd, for thx reason. 

Self-absorption In the CM-bards appecred to be small (less than ZO$) when 
the Jet was delivered from the 9OV - 26OA ,aro yet Its effects were ux evidence 
In results obtnlned from the Rot&Ion-Lxx-Intensities and Integrated-First- 
Band methods. With other arc cordltrons (70V - 285~; 4OV - :l@A) self- 
absorption was mxh greater and none of the methods could strictly be applied 
smce they are all derived from a theory asswung an optically thin rr.edlum. 

2.3 2 CT-band spectrum 

. 

. 

Not many reliable rrccasuremcnts have been made using t'ne +-band spectrum. 
For the 9OV ard 140V arc conditions, the Cz-bands were generally too weak 
(relative to the CN-bands) for intensity measurcmcnts to be made stinultaneously 
on both systems; for the 70V and 40V arc condltlons, self-absorption appeared 
to be too strong in the Q-bands for rellnble mcosurement. The one wallable 
result from the C2 l-l/Q O-O bands using the top-hclght ratlo method 1s SubJect 
to possible errors due to self-absorption, the effects of whxh do not caxel 
out zn this case. The tcmpcrntwe may thus be overesturated. 

The Jet obtained from the l&V - 31OA arc was very strongly self-absorbing 
in the ON- axl $-bands and visual line-reversal observations wore possible on 
the C2 1-O band head. Temperature mensuremonts by this method. were subject to 
the errors in the calibsntlon of the xenon-lamp background source already 
discussed in Ref.10. 
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2.4 Comnents on the results frcm molecular spectra 

It must be emphasised that ‘all the above results of' jet temperatures 
were obtained from intensity measurements which constituted an integrated 
value throughout the whole thickness 01' radiating plasma, for the duration of 
the exposure of the jet to the spectrograph plate. The time-resolved measure- 
ments (Fig.7) indicated large-amplitude, high-frequency, intensity fluctuations 
and further reduction of the data gave some evidence of steep temperature 
gradients within the jet (see Section 4). Generally, it is possible to deduce 
radial temperature distributions in an axially-symmetrical source from side-on 
intensity observations on a sccticn of the source using the numerical solution 
of the Abel integral equation, (Edels, Hearne and Ycungll). In the present 
case of the plasma jet, however, the infcrmatxcn cbtcined from such c 
procedure would not bc too meaningful. The apparently non-systematic 
intensity fluctuations shown in Frg.7, and the random variations in jet width 
as indicated by the high-speed cin6 film record of the jet, e.g. Fig.1, both 
demonstrate that this conventional Abel technique of analysis is not, 
applicable here, Thercfcre, although spatial temperature variations almost 
certainly exist in the jet, the quantitative nature of these variations is 
obscured by the large temporal variations occurring in the jet, 

It is not altogether surprising, therefore, that there cre discrepancies 
between the above results which are greater than one might expect in view of 
the estimated experimental errors. Associations between these discrepancies 
and the intensity fluctuations and other possible causes are discussed 
further in Section 4. 

3 TEMFE~ATURE AND EIECTRON DENSTTY ~~=~SGRE~~ENTS ON SPECTRAL LINES OF 
ATOMIC HYDROGEN IN THE B:&VER SERIES 

Spectrograms, Which showed the HS (4061 2) and Hy(4340 2) lines in the 
Balmer series, (Fig.2) could bc analysed to provide details of the total 
intensity of cithxr of these lines together with their distribution of 
intensity against wavelength. 

The manner in which jet temperatures are inferred from total line 
intensities depends upon underlying principles which arc quite different to 
the principles on which the mcthcd of line-intensity distributions depends. 
For this reason the following section is divided to permit separate treatments 
of the two methods. 

3.1 Discusslcn of the mcthcds of measurement 

3.1.1 Spectrum-line intensities of HP and hy 

The intensity of a spectrum line, in the absence of self-absorption, is 
related to the temperature of the radiating species through equation 5 provided l 

that the radiating gas is in a state of thermal equilibrium. 

N exp(- E'/AT) (5) ' 
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By comparing the relntlve intensitxs of the II@ (4861 2) and Hy (43tC 8) 
lines in the Balmer series, the exci'vation temperrrture was calculated from 
equation 6 which follows from equation 5. 

log,O(I/g'n~),p - log,O(I/@;'~~)~ = i?+hz (E' p;q?) 

The: values of transitrcn probcb.bllity, A, stntuticzl wclght, d, energy 
~~l~aI:'E~~~~s~~~e-n~er, y, for the hydrogen atom were obtalned from nstro- 

and the total relative lntensltles of the H@ and IIy lines 
were measured, either photographically or, for the purposes of time-resolved 
temperature measurement, photoelcctrlcally. Total line intcnsltles were 
measured from spectrum plates in terms of spectral intonslty over the wavclcngth 
range of the broadened lues, the arca under the best average curve through 
plots of oxperlmcntal spectral IntensitrL 7s agunst vravelcngth bang proportional 
to total line intensity. Each mcnsured spectral intcnslty could only be 
detcrmlned to \nthin ?6$ because of the luutatlons of the emulsion calibm- 
tion procedure. If both total llnc inlcnsitles of HP and lQ lules were 
detexvined to this accuracy, there would be a corresponding uncertainty in 
temperature of +1680'K, but this unccrtalnty may be overestimated suxx? tho 
process of fitting the best averzg c curve through the expcrimatal points tends 
to average out rordom errors in spectral lntcnsity nrlsing from the emulsion 
calibrntlon procedure. 

As the spxtral response of the Ilford N30 emulsion had been calibrated 
and found to be faxrly uniform over the wavelength range 4100 2 to 4900 2 
errors arIsing from the collbratlon of the wavelength sensltivlty of the 
emulsion were conszu!icred to be negligibly small. 

By using photoclectrlc rather than photographic means of datectlon, one 
has, in principle, elunlnated a maJor source of error from the measurement of 
temperature but in the tune-resolved photoelcctrx measurements of total 
intensity descrxbed in Section 3.2 though the deflcctlon sensltrvlty and 
estunated calibrntlon error of the photoelectric detection system permitted 
total lnterslty ratlos to be measured to v%thin C5,i, the corresponding 
uncertainty in temperature was still t14CO K. 

Systematx errors In measurement of total line xntensxty could have arisen 
from the presence of dlsturblw background spectra.; if such background 
rodlation affected the Hy rather than the Ii4 line then the temperature would be 
overestimated by 28O'K per 1% error in lntensxty at the actual measured 
temperatures. 

Errors due to self-absorption were negligible in the Hp and Hy luck 
whrch were fo4 to be optically thin at the measured temperatures. 

3.1.2 Spectrum-llnc lntenslty dlstributlons of HP and & 

The Hp and Hy spectrum lines fours% in the plasma are broadened because of 
the perturbation, through the Stark effect, of tho energy levels of the 
radiating atoms by the local electric field arising from the presence of the 
ions and electrons. 
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Recently, the intensity - wavelength distributions of hydrogen lines have 
been calculated (by Griem, Kolb and. Shenl3) from thcoretlcal considerations 
whzch take into ,?ccount the effects of electron-atom collis>ons supertiposed 
upon the Stark-effect splitting of the multiplet energy states of smitting 
atoms in the prcsencc of the electric f'lelds of the more slovrly moving ions. 
The theoretical intensity profile depends mainly on the electron density (Ne) 
and the total ion density (N+) so that provided plasma cordltlons prevail, 
(Ne = N') comparison of an experrmcntally-derived intensity profile with the 
appropriate theoretical profile can be made to yield a measurement of electron 
density. 

Plasma temperatures h>ve been deduced from the measured voiues of 
electron density using the type of calculation described In a paper by Pusey, 
Lapworth and hlethcrelll4, In the present work, the calculation has been ma30 
more general In order to account for the effects of contaminationwlrlth 
electrode carbon in the hydrogen-oxygen plasma since this case is more 
appropriate to measurements on the plnsma jet. A detallcd account of this 
extended trcatmcnt is given In Appendix 3. 

Slnce the spectral intensitlcs ad therefore the cxperlmentnl line 
profiles could only be measured to wlthln +6$, the electron dcnslty, Ns, 
deduced from comparison of the experimental c.d theoretIca profllcs, 
similarly, could only be determined to wlthin C6$. However as the theoretical 
profllc could only be computed to ztn accuracy of CZO$ (Rcf.13) the unoertnlnty 
In measurement of the experimentd profde due to emulsion callbratlon would 
not greatly affect the accuracy of the determination of electron density. On 
the other had, systematic wrors in the determination of N, would be 
experienced if any disturbing background spectrum existed and had not been 
allowed for. 

The electron density is a sensitive function of temperature and 
uncertainties in the measurement of elcotron density of 5!Ojo lead to 
ancertainties In temperature of t34. Far greater errors rray exist in the 
calculated temperatures because the chemical constltutlon of the plasm?. 
could not be speclfled. Further dIscussIon of this source of error has been 
included in Section 3.3.2. 

3.2 Expcrlmental details 

The hydrogen spectrum ww photographed with the Hdger Medium Glws 
Spectrograph and. the speotrum plates were analysed wth the Joyce Loebl 
Recording Microdensltometer 14k III. Characteristic curves of the emulsion 
response were prcpnred for each plate by the m&hods described In Section 2.2, 
total lntensitles of the Hp ad Ny lines were mecsured and. intensity profiles 
were constructed nd compared with theorcticnl proflles. (See Apperrllx 3). 

Tme-resolved total line lntensitics of the whole broadened Hp and l$y 
line emissions were also measured, separately rind simultaneously with a pair 
of constant-deviation spectroscopes with photomultiplier detectors, one 
allocated to each "line". The lntcnsitlcs were recorded by photographIng 
traces of the photomultlplier signals dIsplayed on a dual-beam Tektronix 502 
oscilloscope, In these measurements, temporal fluctuations up to 10 Kc/s 
could be detwted. &oh channel was subsequently calibrated - voltage ngalnst 
wtcnslty - by ~1 seood mnsurcment of the oscilloscope deflection corresponding 

. 

. 

. 
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. 3.3.1 Spectrum-line intensities of HP and & 

. 

to the known intensity of a starrlard tungsten lamp, as measured through the 
same optxal system. 

3.3 Results 

Temperatures given in Table 2 were measured at R fixed height of 0.i cm 
above the cathode, loolcing through the centre of the Jet unc?cr standardieed arc 
running conditions. These results are dxxussed in the followxng sectlone. 

T.ABL3 2 

Typlccl plas~na temperatwes and electron d.enslt-Les 
from atomic hydrown spectra 

14nJ 
ilethod cl Arc " 

/ 9w pv 
22CA 26~ 285n 

measurement condltl~ns I 
N, cm-3 T OK N, cm-3 TX N, m-3 T% 

iI@ pror11e 
(Assuning no 
carbon con- 

(Pl"teA) 
5.91 x 10’6 11850% 5.27 x 1016 116wk 4.35 I( 1016 11350% 

t~l”tltlO”) 

HP pr@flle 
(Assuming no 
carbon con- 

(Plate B) 
3.42 x 10'6 109504( 

taml"otlo") 

HY (Assumlne "0 
(La.3 vane) carbon con- 
(Plate B) tmlnotic") 

1"te"Slt.y 
rat.15 t Time-everoged 

tip : Hy (phctowophic 
(Plate E) aewctlo") 

IntenS ty Time-resolved 
mt10 (photoeleccrlc 
HP: Hy detection) 

2.96 x 10'~ 10740% 

1 o!x3o% 

9970% 
S60ck 

ExperrmLnts investlgnting the chnngc in spectra with z.1‘~ conditions 
produced results typlfred by those from Plate A. Rcsulto on Fly wrc not 
often obtained from these experlmcnts. Plate B was one of the few results 
on which analysis of the Hy line was possible. 

Temperatures obtolned from the time-averaged line-intensity ratios of the 
HP and Hy lines were subJcct to the usual emulsion calrbratlon error. Since 
the temperature IS sensitive to small changes In intensity ratlo, an uncertainty 
In the lntenslty measurements due to emulsion cnllbrntlon of 56'6 leads to 
uncertainties In temperature of up to C1680'K. Errors due to the presence of 
interfering background spectra were also xn evidence. In the red wing of the Hy 
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line, 434.0 5! - 4390 &spectra of the c2 (Swan) 2-0, 3-1, 4-2 bamls vere 
frequently detected, For example, m the quoted results using measurements 
on Plate B, the intensity of the C2 radiation contributed about 5s to the 
total measured intensity in the region of the Hy line and an approximate 
correction was made to the value of the Hy intensity before the temperature 
was computed, In the majority of measurements taken on the HP an3 Hy profiles, 
the contribution of the C2 background radiation was so great that temperatures 
could not be calculated with any confidence. 

Time-resolved temperatures mere subject to an uncertainty of +l&CC°K, 
through uncertainties in calibration of the photoelectric detection system. 
Again, this is a manifestation of the sensitivity of the line-intensity ratio 
method to errors in the measured intensity ratio. The time-resolved results 
are also susceptible to the effects of interfering spectra, Thus a further 
uncertainty is added to the temperature values, 

3.3.2 Intensity distributions of Hp and Hy lines 

Theoretical and experimental intensity distributions in the HP an3 Hy 
lines taken from Plate B are shown in F1gs.S and 9 respectively. The parti- 
cular electron densities calculated from these profiles are also shown on the 
figures and in Table 2. The poor agreement betwen theoretical and experi- 
mental intensities in the line wings of both lines is undoubtedly due to the 
fact that intensities in the line wings were measured making use of the 
insensitive "toe" of the emulsion characteristic curve. Errors in intensity 
arising through inaccurate calibration of the emulsion in this region could. be 
consistently greater than the average value of 6:s and, consequently, the line 
wings have been largely ignored in determining the best fit between experimental 
and theoretical line profiles. 

The overall fit between theoretical and experimental Hy profiles is seen, 
in Fig.9, to be inferior to that o tained with the HP profiles, particularly 
in the case of the red. wing, 4340 1 - 4390 8, for which the experimental 
intensities are greater than the theoretical intensities. This effect is due 
to the interference of the background spectrum of the C2 (Swan) 2-0, 3-1, 4-2 
bands. Although the magnitude of this contribution to the total measured 
intensity in the region of the Hy line has been estimated to be less than 5$ 
of the total intensity, the Hy profile cannot be corrected precisely enough 
in order to obtain a better fit between theoretical an3 experimental profiles. 
Therefore, only results of electron density obtained from the blue wings of the 
Hy line have been included although even these may not be co;iplctely free from 
the effects of background intensity of disturbing spectra. 

The HP line appears to be relatively free from background spectra and, 
except in the far line wings, measured intensities agree with theoretical 
intensities to well within the +2C$ accuracy claim& for the theoretical 
profile by Griem, Kolb and Shen'3. 

The electron densities, Nc, obtained from the HP and Hy (blue wing) using 
the results fro Plate B were:- Ne = 3.62 x 1016 cm-3 from the HB profile and 
N, = 2.96 x 101z cm-3 from the Hy profile (blue wing). The latter value of No 
is considered to be consistent with the value obtained from the BP profile 
within the limits of the anticipated accuracy of the method. 

. 

. 
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Plasma temperatures have been calculated from the measured values of 
electron density acconkng to the method outlined in Appendix 3. Ideally, the 
calculation can only be performed if the exact composition of the plasma IS 
known. Pusey, Lapworth and Metherell '4 have performed the calculation assuming 
a pure water plasma. In this work, however, other sources of electrons arise 
from lonrzation of carbon and impurities from the electrodes and from the air 
entraaned in the jet. As carbon was considered to be the major source of 
contamination at the higher plasma jet temperatures the calculation of plazma 
temperature has been extended, here, taking only the carbon contamination into 
account. The variation of temperature with degree of contamination has been 
calculated (Appendix 3) and this variation is shown in Pig.10. (The degree of 
contammatlon 1s defined, here, as the number of carbon atoms per oxygen atom 
inltlally present in the constituents of the water plasma). 

No reliable means has been found of measuring this contamination, directly, 
either in the jet or the arc, but the degree of contamination has been roughly 
estimated as follows. From Fig.10 it can be seen that if the plasma is assumed 
to be uncontaminated with carbon, the calculated plasma temperature correspond- 

ing to N, = 3.42 x 10 
16 -3 

cm eras 10950% (as shown in Table '2.). The tempera- 
ture obtained at the .same time and under the same conditions from the ratio of 
total line intcnsitles of HP and Hy (Scctoon 3.3.1) was 10080'K (t1680cK), As 
the relative intensities of thcae lines are irdepenicnt of the amount of carbon 
In the plasma, if the difference in temperature obtalncd by the two methods is 
asnumed to be due only to carbon contamination, then reference to Flg.10 shows 
that for the temperature difference of 87O'K the degree of contamination mould 
have to be of the order of 0.75. That is, there would be 0.75 carbon atoms per 
oxygen atom in the plasma 

3.4 Comments on the results from atomic h,ydrogen spectra 

idhilst reasonably consistent values of electron density (N,) and tempera- 
ture were obtained from simultaneous measurements of HP and Hy intensity 
profiles, measurements of N, from the Hp profile obtained from several spcctro- 
grams did. not give reproducible values as <i comparison of the results from 
Plates A and B in Table 2 indicates. This implies that the plasma was not 
reproducible either in form or temperature between one measurement arw3. the 
next, and one must conclude that, in most of this work, inconsistencies arIse 
as much from the instability of the jet as from lack of scns1t1v1ty of 
measuring technique. Since all the intensity measurements were integrated 
values throughout the whole thickness of the plasma, for the duration of the 
spectrum exposure times, all the effects of the measured intensity fluctuations 
also influence the interpretation of these results, but as the results from the 
molecular spectra are similarly affected a more detailed discussion of the 
effects of jet instability on all the results is deferred until Section 4.2. 

4 GENIXAL DISCUSSION 03' HX3.JLTS 

4.1 Comparison of temperatures from hydrogen spectra with temperatures 
from molecular spectra 

Tables 1 and 2 contain representative results of temperature measurements 
from both molecular and atomic spectra and demonstrate the large differences 
between tempcraturcs obtained from the molecular spectra on the one hand and 
hydrogen spectra on the other for Ldentical arc conditions. Discounting, for 
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the moment, the exceptions of the high temperatures obtained by the Integrated 
Band Profile method the other methods using molecular spectra all give. 
temperatures which *are lQOO°K to 55QO'K below the temperatures obtained using 
the hydrogen spectra. 

If this difference in temperature arises from the effects of temperature 
gradients in the jet, then the molecular species would be confined to the 
cooler regions whcrcas the atovac hydrogen would occur in the hot region of 
the jet, Some attempts have been made to obtain a quantitative description of 
the jet structure in order to determine the sonal distributions of the various 
species. In the separate expcporiments in which the jet spectrum of a complete 
horizontal section from the vertical jet was analysed, only radiation from the 
cooler molecular species was found to originate from outer peripheral regions 
m the jet - no atomic hydrogen could bo detected in these regions On the 
other hand, one cannot infer from the results obtained in these experiments 
whether the molecular species were prosent in significant quantities in the 
central regions of the jet, or not. Rowever the results show quite definitely 
that atomic hydrogen existtd only in tho central regions. 

Had the jet approximated to a stable, axially-syrmatrical discharge, then 
measurements of spatial side-on intensity distributions could have been trans- 
forzed into radial spatial-intensity distributions by numerical solution of 
the Abel integral cquationll; radial temperature distributions and 
consequently radial distributions of relative concentrations of the various 
radiating species could then have been deduced from the radial intensity 
distributions. However, because of the gross instabilities in the form of the 
plasma jet, any assumption that the jet was sufficiently stable and axially 
synar.etrical for the Abel transformation to be applied could not be justified 
and for this reason no further analysis of the measured side-on intensity 
distributions was carried out. 

Even though the experimental evidence for the existence of discrete zones 
of radiating molecular spec.o.es and radiating atomic hydrogen is not conclusive, 
there are strong theoretical reasons for bslioving that these zones exist. 
Simple calculations using the dissociation equations (equation 4.21, Rof.15) of 
CN and C2 show that in regions of high temperatures, vary little CN or C2 could 
exist, for these molecules would be almost completely dissociated. In the 
cooler peripheral regions, the degrees of dissociation would not be excessively 
high and these molecules could then exist In significant quantities. For 
example, the degree of dissociation of CN or C2 molecules would be between two 
and three orders of magnitude greater at 10,CXXl°K than at @CO'K, depending on 
the partial pressure of CR or CR in the plasma A similar calculation using 
the excitation equation (equation 4.5, Rcf.15) for the hydrogen atom shows 
that the degree of excitation in the excited states corresponding to the BaLrxr 
series IS four orders of magnitude greater at 10,CCC°K than at 6CcO°K. 

. 

. 

The complexity of the chemical constitution of the jet arises from the arc 1 
plasma, already containing an unknown quantity of cexbon, being discharged into 
and reacting with atmospheric air in the charactcristicolly unpredactable 
fashion of this jet. In spite of this complexity and although only order of . 
magnitude calculations on the jzt contents have been possible, the concept of 
temperature zones containing different radiating species seems to be supported 
by all the above results. 
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4.2 Effects of Jet instabilities 

The luminosity of the Jet varied conskxably during any single run, due 
to changes in the amount of carbon contsmlnatlon in the jet. This in turn 
depended upon ablation rates at the anode and catncde, and 'chc stnbllity and 
variatlcns in alameter of the water vortex channel all of these bclng features 
of the plasma jet apparatus nhlch could not be controlled. Such factors as 
these presmbly account for the lac!c of consistency between mcasuremcnts taken 
at different times using the same method e.g. the d~ffercnces in electron 
density obtained from HP profiles I&xated xn Table 2. 

Eurmg any smgle measurement, of a f'cw tenths of a second duration, the 
3.ntensltie.s were averaged over many cycles of apparently random, large magm- 
tuck lntenslty fluctuations of the type illustrated in F1g.7 and lntegrnted 
over regions In the jot containxng steep temperature gradients. The tempera- 
tures then deduced from these measurements could only be some 1rxictcnldnate 
average value. 

It has been suggested 15 that temperatures calculated from the mean values 
of Intensity (obtained from time-averaged mcasuremcnt) could be almost as high 
as the temperatures ccrrespordlng to maxu,,um x&nsltles (obtaIned from tune- 
resolved measurement) due to the exponentlnl factor in equetlons 1 or 5. To 
test the applicabbllity of thx suggestlon to the present results, the intensity 
waveform in Flg.7 whxh shows the peak-to-peak lntenslty fluctuations in the 
HP line to be k-503 about thejTean intensity, hasIbeen substltutod by a square 

waveform, maximum intensity 9 , minimum value $ (I, 1s the mean value Of 

intensity). IJslng the method of comparxon of lntensltvzs of Hp and Hy the 
temperature obtalned from the valws of mean lntcnslty I,, is only 0.5i greater 
than the average temperature obtained by taking into account the squaW+aVe 
fluctuations of lntenslty. This dlfferawx in temperature would be oven smaller 
if the actual waveform in Fly. 7 were used in the calculation. When a slmllnr 
calculation was made on the rotation-llnc lntenslties of the CN O-l band the 
d1ffercnce in temperature was 4,X. Clearly in the case of the plasma Jet, 
temperatures obtained from time-averaged lntenslty measurements do not differ 
greatly from actual mean lxxperatures svoragcd over a typlcal cycle of 
intensity fluctuatlcn However, the temperatures are still averaged over the 
temperature gradients 1n the Jet because the JCt StruCtUT Cannot be RSClVed 

by the Abel transforrrntron techmqucs in the usual way. 

The possxbllltles of non-equxllbrlum corslltlons existing in the jet were 
also examxned. An average temperature of 10,550'~ was evaluated with some 
degree of conslstcncy using the Integrated First Band method and the unresolved 
Intensity dlstrlbutlons in the CN O-l baral obtalned with the 9OV - 260A arc. 
This temperature IS clearly very dlfferent from all other tcmperntures ohtaxxd 
from molecular spectra. If the dlfferonce had been due to a departure from ther- 
mal equilibrium, one would have to submit that the CN molecules wre not fully 
relaxed vibratronally cvcn though vibration relnxntlon rates, at atmospheric 
pressure, arc known to bc wry fast compared vrlth the rates of cmrssion of 
plasma from the arc into the jet. If non-equilibrium coxlltlons CLSl prevail, 
then the temperatures in questxon would be "rotation" temperatures whilst those 
obtained from the top-height rotlos of the CN l-2 and CN O-l bands would 
npproxmmate to "vibration" temperatures. Howcvw, tempcrntures obtnlned frorr 
the Rotntlon-Line Intensltlcs and Intersectzon 'rave Number methods would also 
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be "rotation" tcmperaturcs in the czvcnt of non-equillbrwm coditlons 
prevailing In the Jet. Since these lztter results are seen to be more 
consistent mith the "vibration" temperatures obtained by the top-height ratlo 
method, the CN molecules In the jet were almost certainly fully relaxed and 
the high "rotation" temperatures measured by the Intogrcted First Bad method 
are anorrialous , From the above dlscussion, thercforc, It IS reasonable to 
conclude that conditions of thermal equillbrlum provnllcd In regions of the 
Jet containing the radloting CN molecules and that the anomalous results were 
due to the strong self-nbsorptlon in the rotation lines In the CN O-l band 
structure. 

5 CONCLUDING PZMARKS 

The existence in the plnsma Jet of at lcnst two separate zones, one 
containing radiating CN and C2 at temperatures around 6000% and. the other 
containing radiotlng atorric hydrogen at temperatures aroud 10,OOO°K is 
strongly xdicnted by a.11 the measurements described in this paper. However, 
since no account has been tcken of thr3 effects of radial temperature gradients 
or the random lntenslty f'luctuatlons In the Jet, these measurements lack 
precision ard conslstcncy which might othervnse have been achieved. Apart 
from the anomalously high tenperntures obtzincd by the Integrated First Band 
method, all other results arc consdered to be not inconsistent wxth one 
another within the limits of accuracy imposed by cxperimcntal errors In the 
intensity measurements, the existence of self-nbsorptlon In the molecular 
spectra, ad the gross inhomogeneity of the plasma jet. 

In considering the suitability of the various tewqerature mccsuring 
techniques for applxcr.tlons in other circumstances, It 1s unfortunate that 
this plasma Jzt has proved to bc nn unsuitable source wxth which to test these 

techniques to their ultimate lidts. The main reasons for thx were that the 
form of the plasm Jet was always unstable ad. its chemical constitution could 
not be determined duo to the unknovrn amounts of onrbon contadnatlon in the 
water-stabdlzed hl‘c. Nevertheless, there are a number of conclusions which 
can be drawn concerning the use of the vnrxous methods. These are sunmarlsed 
below. 

Of the methods applied to molecular spectra, those involving fully- 
resolved rotation spectra gave the more rcproduclble results, The Intcrseotion 
Wave Number mcthcd is pnrtlculnrly attractive wlthln Its range of applicability 
(3700'K - 58OO'K for CN O-l) since cnlibratlon of the photographic emulsion is 
unnecessary and the method is insensitive to self-absorption. Hence the effects 
of two maJor sources of error can be mlnxniscd. However, the method 1s 
unsuitable for applicntxons where spatial resolution 1s necessary ad the 
temperature obtained by this method vi111 always bc rtveraged along the line of 
sight. Spatinl resolution could be achieved mlth the Rotntlon-Line Intensity 
method provided that the geomctrlcal form of the source nas known and provided 
that self-absorption was negllglble. 

. 

Sxmilar criticisms apply to the Top-Height Ratlo method but, because the 
lines in the band head are not resolved, It is often more difficult to decide 

a from subsequent lntensrty meensuremGnts whether the critorlon of optical thinness 
in the source has been satisflcd. However, the method has the advantage over 
the Rotation-Line Intensities method that it measures an approximate vlbratlon 
temperature in non-cquillbrium cordltlons ani that it could be adzpted to high- 
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speed time resolution techniques usxng photoelectric dctectlon. The Integrated 
First Band method suffers from all the disadvantages and fevr of the advantages 

of all the previous methods. The dlsadvnntages of Its sensitivity to self- 
absorption and interfering background radiation outweIghs any advantage that 
its sensitivity to temperature changes rraght have. Yet this method might still 
provade the only means of deducing rotation temperatures in unresolved mole- 

cular spectra. 

The usefulness of the Spectrum-Line Rcvcrsal mctnod depends on the 
quality of the background source, ard the xenon lamp used in this mark has 
already been criticised in tnis rolelO, The tenperature indicated by this 
method would always be averaged along the line of sight and would lie within 
the limits of the extremes of temperature in the source. Therefore, spatial 
resolution of temperature cannot be obtained by duect application of the 
method, which is best applied to tc~lpcraturc messurcmcnts on a uniform VOhm 

of radlnting gls or a gas containing steep temperature gradients in which the 
radintlng species under observation are highly localized. 

The Line-Intensity Ratio method is adaptable clther for spatial or 
temporal temperature resolution and could be adapted for simultaneous spatial 
and tepporal resolution if enough channels for measurement could be made 
available The application of the method to the hydrogen HP and q lines does 
not yield very accurnte results because of the sensitivity of telqperature to 
errors in the intensity ratio The method is, therefore, wry susceptible to 
the emulsion calibration errors and interfering background radiation. 

In any radiating body of gas containing hydrogen, clcctron density can bo 
reliably evaluated from the Hp or Hy intensity profile provided that the 
profiles are unaffected by any interfering background spectrum. Spatial 
resolution of electron densities in a stable source could be achieved 
satisfactorily using mcasuremcnts of the F! profile which is more sensztive than 
the Hy profile to changes in electron density. Subsequent accurate calculations 
of the equilibrxm temperature using the measured cloctron-density values then 
depend upon detailed knowledge of the concentrations of the gas constituents. 

The photographlc emulsion has contributed to so many uncertainties in 
intensity measurements that, wherever possible, any future spectroscopy would 
be perforrred using photoelectric dctxtron for intensity mcasure?lcnts. Under 
certain circumstances, however, e.g. studies of spectrum detail using short 
duration exposures the photoelectric detector is unsuitable xx3 the photo- 
graphic plate would still be necessary. 
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i 

The nature of the spectra of dlatomic molecules and the un$er'l.y~ng r,heory 
are to be found in a most comprehenslve treatment by G. krzbergl In the 
follovang paragraphs, the ,ii~nuwn theory necessuy to establxh the temperature 
dependence of the Intensltlcs of molecular spcctru?l lines has been extracted 
from Henberg's treatxent. 

2+ 2+ 

The cncrgy of any state in the rnnlcculnr system is comprised of the 
energies of electronic, vlbmtlornl ~2. rotational oxcltntlons. 

E = EC1 F CVlb + Erot (7) 

The xivenumber of any rotation 11ne xn the system 25 g,lven by 

z v o + [B:, J'(J' + I) - D; J"(J' + I)')] 

- [By7 J" (J' + 1) - D; J " (J" + I)*] (8) 

where the pentted traxntions 

AJ = - 1 P - Eronch 
I 

AJ= 0 Q - Bmwh i A3 Y 3' - 3" 

AJ = +1 R - Branch i 

lead to the branch structwl: of rotltlon lines in a band. co has a 
unique value for etch band in the system. The values of Fo, Bv and Dv can be 

oalculntcd f'rombasx apectroscopx data glvcn in Herzberg5 or Pearse and 
Gaydon9. 

For a system in therm1 equilibrzm rn which the energy states are 
populated accordmg to the Maxwell-Boltemnn distribution, the absolute 
mtcnslty of any rotational lmc: 1s given by equation 9 belcw 
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Appedlx 1 

I = hcGA$N E' el + E'. + .E' vlb rot 
lg B(T) ='+ - kT (9) 

The intensity of any rotatiord line arismg from the transition 
(v',J') -+ (v", J') relative to the line J; = 1 in the first band of the 

sequence Av = Y'-v"=constant is then given by equation 10 below. (Takmg the 
first ban3 in the sequence to correspond to the vlbratlond transitlon 
v' = m + v"= n 1. 

P-branch 

I,,,(P) = (2>" 'w S(P) exp -g @v',O) - E(m,C) 

Q-branch 

+ B;(J'- ,)(J")-dv(Jfl-1)2(Ju)2 
3 

I &Q) = ($ w S(Q) exp - g b(W) - &ho) 

+B;(J"+l)(J')- D;(J'+ ,)*(J")* 
3 

(104 

. 

(lob) 

R-branch 

I&) = 

( > 
2 4 y&.y S(R) exp -k p,O) - EhO) 

0 

+ B;(JII+l)(J'+ 2) - D;(J'+l)*(J'+ 2)' 
3 

(Iti) 

F(Y',v") the Franck-Cordon factor for the v'-+v" transltlon, and F(m,n) the 
Franck-Cordon factor for the reference vibratxorwl transition, are the vibmtlon- 
dependent factors in the transitIon probabilities. 

S(P), S(Q), S(R), the rotetion~d-line strengths for the appropriate branch given 
by the H&l-Lodon Formulae, equations IV-81 to IV-83 in Herzhhlrg5 we the 
rotation dependent factors in the transltlon pxobnh3litics. 

E(v',O) is the energy (in cm-') of the v' state above the v" = 0 state. 
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In the cme of the B2C+ - X%+ CN band system, there are no Q-branches 
in the rotntmml structw-e rind the relntlve 1x1~ mtensltics in n sjn$c bad 
can be rcprcsented by equation 11 below. 

I(P) oc 17; J; eq (- &/kT) 

I(R) cz ;;(J;+l) exp (- "iot/kT) (11) 

The dependence of Eiot on J" has nlready been dlustrated m equultmn 10. 
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APPENDIX 2 

VALUXS OF FRANCK-CONDON FACTORS 

. 

Ratios of Franck-Cordon factors F(v',v")/F(m,n) for the CN B2C+ - x22+ 

transltlons ad the c* (Swan) fi3n - 
g 

xhu tramltlons were averaged valLx%3 

taken from the avallable literature. 

For CN: 

F(1.1 
T---i F 0,o = 0.85 Ref. a, b, c 

= 1.78 Ref. 0, b 

and. for c 
2 

= 0.464 Ref. a, b 

(a) J. C. Burns. W.R.E. Adulade (private correspondence). 

(b) Frazer, Jarman and Nichols, Astrophysxal Journal, January 1954. 

(c) Leskov and Vasllteva, transnctlons of the 11th All Urnon Conference on 
Theoretxal Spectroscopy: Moscow 1957. 

The value of F(l,2)/F(O,l) for CN given by Leskov and Vasil'eva of 
1.62 20.02 has not been used =n this work. 
are computed usxng this value, 

If theoretical Tog-Hczght Ratios 
temperatures in excess of 7000 K ue obtained 

from the measured band-head intcnslty ratios. SUICX the values of F(1,2)/ 
F(O,l) for CN given by Burns, ad Frnzer et nl nre mutually consrstent and the 
measured temperatwes using the average of their values (Scctlon 2.3.2) are xn 
reasonable agreement vvxth temperatures deduced from the resolved rotntxon 
spectra (Section 2.3.l), the result of Leskov and Vasll'eva appears to be 
anomdous. 
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XPPFNDTX 3 

1 DETEZ%ZNATION OF EIJCTP.ON I)':WZITY 

The electron density of the plasma was evaluated from the dlstrlbutlon of 
intcnslty in the HP or Hy profile uolng the mcthcd described 1.n detul in 
the paper by Iiusey, h.p~Orth X-Id tkthoroll'~l-. 

Briefly, this method involved normolxzrng the intensity dlstrlbutlon. 
Then the normalued distrlhutlon was multlplwd by an appropriate factor, F,, 
so that the dxtrxbutlon fltted the theoretxal dlstrlbutun of the m or 1% 
profile calculated by Grxr;, Kolb arsi Shenl3. Theoretxal and expcrlnicntal 
intensity distrlbutlons for one of the better expcrlmcntal HP prof'llev IS shown 
in Fig. a The oorrespondlng distrlbutlons for Hy arc shown In Flg.9. 

According to the tratment gxven An Ref.13 and 14 the electron donsity 
N, is related to the scnllng factor F, by equation II. 

F. = 2.61 e Ne 2/3 (c. S.U. ) :I11 

. 

. 

2 D?WERI<~INATIOi'~ OF Tf?Z TEIPZRkTIJTU 

The ~13~1~3 1s nsswzd to bc an ideal conducting g%s in thertxl 
equll~brzum at the equlrbriwr. temperzturc, T, 

The constituents of the plnsr~a nre assumed to be:- 

Ne electrons per cm 3 

NH h.ydrogen atorrs per cm' 

N; hyk-ogcn ~.ons p-r cm3 

NO 
oxygen atoms per cm' 

N; oxyL"n LOGS per cm 3 

Nc 
carbon atoms per orri 3 

N; carbon lolls por cm 3 

Second ionization products have been ncglootud as second xonuation potentials 
of oxygen *and. carbon are both large compared with their first ionization 
potentials 

The equilibrxum oonccntrntions of ntomc. and ions of the constltucnt 
elements in the presence of the electrons at the equilibrium temperature, T, 
are given by the Snhn eqwtlons for these clcments. 
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Apperdix 3 

Carbon 

NIf. Ne - = JI, 
Nn 

N+ N 
2-2 = 

Nc 
q 

0 

N+G Nc - = *c 
NC 

In n general Saha function 

i! = Ax) 

(13) 

(14) 

2(2mkT)3'2 

h3 
is the partltmn function for the electrons. 

m = electromc mass = 9.108 x 10m3' Kg.n 

k = Boltzmmn's constant = 1.380 x 1O-23 joule OK-' 

11 = Plnnck's constcnt = 6.625 x IO -34 joule-se0 

B+/B is the ratio of the pxtltlon functions of ions an3 atoms 

X is the lonieatlon potential (eV) 

e is the electronic charge 1.602 x IO-” c oul 

Ax is the reduction of the ionizatlon potcntlal due to broadening of' the 
bound energy states near the ionization level 

Ax = 7.0 x 10 -7 Nv3 
e eV (N, in cm3) 

The coditlon for charge neutrality is assumed to hold within the plasma 
and:- 

. 

. 

N; + N; + N; = Ne 
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The plasma is assumed to be nn deal gas, the total pressure of vihlch 1s 
comprised of the sum of the p2rtul pressures of 013. the constituents. 
(Dalton's Law of PaPaal Pressures) 

Ne -)- qj t NH + N; + No t NC + NC = p/kT (16) 

The effects of any cle-mulng processes occwxmng in the plasma have been 
ignored and the proportions of hydrogen 1011s and atoms to oxygen lOn.3 and ato:r1s 
are taken to be the sxx as for pure vater. 

Thercrorc 

N; + NH = Z(N; + No) (17) 

The cvaporatlon of carbon Into the water plasma occurs at n rate which 
could nelthcr bc mcward. nor deducd so the conccntr.~t~on of carbon ions 2nd 
atoms 1s made the parineter of these cquatlons. 

Let there be x atoms of c~wbon for every atom of oxygen in the plasma. 
Then, 

N; + NC = x(N; + No) (18) 

Consdcr-~ng T as the dependent vnrla~l~:, the equations 12-18 contnn 
eight udepcndent vznablcs, Nn, No, EC, NH, X,f, NC, x, Ne. NC is obtalnd i'rcm 

mensurewnts on H(3 or * profiles wd x 13 the paramctcr of the cquntz.ons, 

Simultaneous solution of the seven equtlons 12-18 given ? result vrhah 
can be reduced to the form:- 

(3 t x)M 2 1 x 

(&-No; = ' >+, + s+I 
(19) 

0 QC 

When the case of the pure nntcr plasma 1s consdercd, x = 0, and 
equation 19 1s dentxal to the equation (&.3,10) deduced by Pusey, Lapworth 
and Metherel114 for the relatlonshlp bctvcen N, ad teniperature. 

The ratio of stntistux.1 vczghts for a tcnip"ratuie of 10,OOO"IC and 
xonizatxon potentials taken from "Astrophysical Quantltles" by C.W. AllenI 
were as follows:- 

B'/B (4 

Hydrogen 0.5 
Oxygen 0.447 
Carbon 0.602 

Substltutlng these nwerxal vducs in equatxons 12, 13, Ilk we get.- 
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Appendix 3 

(157810 
$* = 2.415 x 10 

15 T3/2 
-3? - 

- 0.008124 N;/~) 

T (20) 

. 

'to = 2.159 x 10 15 T3/2 
eT - 

(1580&O - O.O0812i+ N;~~) 
(21) 

T 

e. = 2.908 x 10'~ T 3/z (130670 
exp - 

- O,CQ812l+ N;j3, 
T 

(22) 

The measured value of electron density taken was 3.42 x IO ' 6 cm-3 fro!Jl 
Section 3.3.2, an(l equation 19 has been solved graphxRlly for T usinp values 
for x of 0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0. The solutions for T are givenJin Pig.10. 

Prrnted in Bzflmd for Her Elajesty’s Statronery Offtce by 
the Royal Aircnzft Ertablr,shment, Fmnborou~h. U.1.50 X.Y. 
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FIG.3. INTERDEPENDENCE OF SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 
PLASMA JET ON THE ARC VOLTAGE .CURRENT AND LENGTH. 
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n SPECTRUM OETAILS ,- 

30,000 LINES PER INCH PLANE GRATING LITTROW SPECTROGRAPH 
SLIT, 4 SEC EXPOSURE, 5 A/ ?n.m. OISPERSION 

MICRODENSITOMETER DETAILS: MAGNIFICATION OF 
WAVELENGTH SCALE SO! I DENSITY RANG& 0- 2 0, 

INTERSECTION WAVE NUMBER L 23821.2 cm-’ 
TEMPERATURE = 5820 ‘K 
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FIG.6. DEPENDENCE ON TEMPERATURE OF TOP-HEIGHT INTENSITY 
RATIO AND INTEGRATED FIRST BAND INTENSITIES. 
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ELECTRON DENSITY 3.42 X 10’b~m-3 
fo.20~ 10'6cm-3 

F. = 132. 
Fe IS THE SCALIMG, FACTOR 

REQUIRED TO FIT THE 
EXPERIMENTAL PROFILE TO 
THE THEORETICAL PROFILE 

A h 15 WAVELENqTH 
MEASURED FROM CENTRE 
OF HP LINE. 

I I 

044 0.3 02 01 

THEORETICAL NORMALISED 
INTENSITY, IT. 
(QRIEM, KOLB s; SHEN) 

0 
EXPERIMENTAL NORMALISED 
INTENSITY, IE 

BLUE WING 

FIG. 8. THEORETICAL & EXPERIMENTAL INTENSITY 
DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE Hp LINE (4 8 6 I A) OF HYDROGEN. 



ELECTRON OENSITY 2.96x 10’b~m-3 
2 O~45XIO’bcm-3 

G = 120 I 
F, IS THE SCALING FACTOR 0 

REQUIRED TO FIT THE: 
EXPERIMENTAL PROFILE TO 0 
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FIG 9. THEORETICAL & EXPERIMENTAL INTENSITY 
DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE Hz LINE (4340 A) OF HYDROGEN. 
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FI G. IO. THEORETICAL DEPENDENCE OF WATER PLASMA 
TEMPERATURE ON CONTAMINATION WITH CARBON. 
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A&C. C.P. No.756 

T-TOREN- SCNAPIABUJ~. lWlS.A.and 
l33XM3tt. R.R. Febr”wy 1 WI+. 

58.3: 
52.5: 
56.52~ 
55.33 

(a) fmm unresolved mtatlon 111~ lntensitles in the CN O-1 band, 
I 

(a) rm UnreSOlred rotation line lntens1ttes in the CN 04 band. 

A&C. C.P. No.756 58.3: 
52.5: 
56.52: 

TNlPWATORE - ON A F’lASfA JET. Wells, A. and 55.33 
Kennett. LE. pebnmry 1964. 

A.R.C. C.P. No.756 58.3: 
52.5: 

56.52z 
TNlPmTonENF.4s~ ON A FTASIA JET. Wells, A. and 55.33 
Kemlett. LE. Faxwry 1964. 

~ (a) rmm unresolved n,tatfm line intensities In the CN O-l band, 



(b) rrcan u”resolved band intensities I” the CN and C2 SyStemS, 

(c) rmm total lntensltles in the hydrw?” Hfl and fly lines, 

(d) rram Cl%? Stark-breedened :l”e ~oflles of the HP and Hy lines. 

Tempemtures RIP also meamn-zd by the method or spectnnn-line 

reversal on the C2 1-O band head. 

Temperat.“ures obtained si~~~lta”eoUsly from meaS”~me”ts on the CN band 
systems and the H$ line puof lies differed considerebly; a” average tempera- 
ture or 5800°K 308K ws obtained from mea -ts On the CN band 
~peetm 7dlll.S a temperature or 10,960°K w”K ~8 obtained from the HP 

prorile. This apparent l”c~“slste”cy has bee” attributed to the existence 
or zone8 at dirrerent cempem.ure.3 I” the jet m-w-. 

Obserred jet Instabilltles have bee” reported and discussed and t.hB 
limitations or the experimental techniques Iave also bee” comnented upon. 

(b) rpOm unresolved bend i”te”~itleS i” tlx? CN and C2 systems. 

(c) rr0m t0tal ~ntemtie~ in the hywgen y and “y lines. 

Cd) rr0m the Stark+~dened line p-oriles or the HP and “y lines. 

Temperatures rere also measured by the method or spectnpn-line 
reversal on the C2 1-O band head. 

Temperatures obtained sizm~ltaneously rrw measurements on the CN bend 
system and tIhz Hp line proriles dirrered considerably; a” average tempera- 
ture of 5EOO°K 300°K 88 Obtained rrom measurements m Cl,? CN band 
spectrm dlilst a C~E~~CUIP or 10,960”K _m"K 1118 obtained rm tlk? HP 
pmrlle. This apparent l”conalste”cy Ms bee” attributed to the existence 
or LOAMS SC dlrfere”t tempenttures in the jet S~NC~UR. 

Observed jet i”&abillties ,!a~ bee” reported and dlscussed and the 
limitatfons or the experimental techniques have also been commented upon. 

(b) rrY,m unresolved band intenslfles in Che CN and C$Wms, 

(c) from total InCenslCles in the h@roSe” H$ and Sy lines, 

(d) rrcan the Stark-broadened line prorlles or the II+3 and Hy lines. 

Temr~~.tures RPZ also measured by the lnethod or spectrum-line 
rweersal on the C2 1-O tend head. 

Temperatures obtained ShUluulWW&’ rron E~S”,WW”~S 0” the C+, band 
systems and the HP line mriles dillwed considembly; an average tempera- 
ture or 5@Y’K BW’K llas ObtaIned rnrm measurements on the CN band 
s,?ectlum mhilSt a tW@?rat”~e Or lO.%@‘K 3,OO’K ws obtained rnrm the Hf, 
~0rile. This apwR”t l”ca”siste”cy hw bee” atEributed to the existence 
or ~0n0s at dirremnt tempem”res in the jet S~NC~UF~. 

Obserwd jet instabilities hxve bee” reported and discussed and the 
limltatlons 0r th? experimental tecb”iquPS haw also bee” camaented “pa”. 
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